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FED TO START REINING IN ECONOMIC
AID AS INFLATION RISK RISES
By Christopher Rugaber | The Associated Press

UGANDAN KIDS LOSE HOPE IN LONG
SCHOOL CLOSURE AMID PANDEMIC
By Rodney Muhumuza | The Associated Press

Dressed in his school uniform, Mathias Okwako jumped into
the mud and started his daily search for gold, a commodity
that may be closer to his grasp than another precious asset: an
education.
His rural school in Uganda sits idle just across the road from
the swamp where he and scores of children now work as informal miners. Weeds grow in some classrooms, where window
frames have been looted for firewood. Another school nearby
is renting out rooms to tenants.
Uganda's schools have been fully or partially shut for more
than 77 weeks because of the coronavirus pandemic, the longest disruption anywhere in the world, according to figures from
the U.N. cultural agency.
And unlike many parts of the globe, where lessons moved
online, most public schools, which serve the vast majority of
children in this East African country, were unable to offer
virtual schooling.
In the void left, some students got married. Some are dealing
with unwanted pregnancies. Others, like 17-year-old Okwako,
found jobs.
The pandemic has manufactured "outcasts," a lost generation of learners now "in a battle of how to fit in," said Moses
Mangeni, an official with the local government in Busia, where
Okwako lives.
Efforts to control the spread of COVID-19 have disrupted
the lives of children in every corner of the globe, squeezing
their parents, complicating their care, and often removing their
safety nets. Perhaps most crucially, it has thrown their schooling
into chaos.
The result is the "biggest global education emergency of our
time," according to the aid group Save the Children, which
last month identified 48 countries, including Uganda, whose
school systems are at extreme or high risk of collapse. Most are
in sub-Saharan Africa, a region long marked by high dropout
rates and a shortage of qualified teachers.
Some other parts of the world that saw protracted closures
also struggled to teach students. Mexico, where internet connectivity is low in many places, opted for educational programming
via television. Ultimately, the pandemic was devastating for
children in Mexico, which saw millions leave school as well as
increases in child homicides, teen pregnancies and domestic
violence.
In Iraq, remote learning was similarly "limited and unequal,"
according to the World Bank.

leave him little energy to study on his own.
Some wealthier countries fared better. In Kuwait, because
"No time (for) reading books," he said. "If you try to open a
most public schools weren't equipped to go online when the
book, you just go asleep, and sleep up to tomorrow."
virus first struck, all schooling was suspended for seven months
At the informal gold mine, students toil alongside adults,
in 2020. But then the oil-rich Gulf Arab sheikhdom poured
including some of their teachers, under the scorching sun.
$212 million into an e-learning platform, and all schools went
Witnesses said the risks and frustrations of the precarious work
online. The rollout is considered a success.
have led to fistfights, and some children have broken limbs
But in Uganda there is no success to speak of.
while digging.
The country first shut down its schools in March 2020, shortA typical day can bring in just over $2, enough for a child
ly after the first coronavirus case was confirmed on the African
to buy a pair of used shoes. Okwako is proud of the two pigs
continent. Some classes were reopened to students in February,
he bought with his earnings. Other children said they use the
but a total lockdown was imposed again in June as the country
money help to look after their families, regularly buying salt
faced its first major surge. It is now the only country in Africa
or soap.
where schools remain closed — though President Yoweri Musev"We come here to make money," said 16-year-old Annet
eni announced last week that they would reopen in January.
Aita, whose job is to wash the sandy soil in which gold dust is
That comes as virus cases have tapered off in recent months,
trapped, using highly toxic mercury.
with the country now recording an average of 70 new infections
But work also provides a refuge from other dangers that stalk
each day and a couple of deaths, according to Johns Hopkins
those not in school. Aita said she felt more fortunate than some
University. So far, Uganda has fully vaccinated about 700,000
friends who "got pregnancies at home."
of its 44 million people.
Teacher Francis Adungosi said he now works at the mine
First lady Janet Museveni, who is the country's education
minister, has rejected criticism that the government isn't doing "from Monday to Monday" and warned that he will need a
enough to teach kids. In a speech in October, she asked "why "refresher course" before going back to the classroom.
As for his students, "they are traumatized. Remember they
our children cannot be safe at home. What happened to the
are having a lot of challenges. Some of them are pregnant.
family?"
Some have already got married. Handling those children is
The problem, some Ugandans say, is that the government
going to be so tasking."
hasn't found a successful way to keep up learning during
That's for those who go back. Many say they won't.
lockdown. A suggested national program to broadcast lessons
Some of the children now say, "we don't recall what we read,
via free radio sets didn't materialize, and in rural areas many
so why should we go back?" said Gilbert Mugalanzi, of the
children don't have learning materials of any kind.
group Somero Uganda, which carried out a survey in NovemAs elsewhere, schools typically also provide a refuge to vulber to assess how the pandemic was affecting schoolchildren in
nerable children: They may be fed there or receive their routine
parts of Busia.
childhood vaccinations or have access to other services not
At Okwako's Mawero Primary School, teacher Emmy Odillo
easily available at home.
said he expects a small fraction of the 400 students to return
But in Uganda's poorest homes, children are now often left
next year.
to their own devices, without the private tutoring or Zoom lesOthers have similarly low expectations.
sons that wealthy families can afford.
Bosco Masaba, the director of studies at Busia Central PriIn Busia, even before the pandemic, the sight of kids pedmary School, the private school nearby that has been converted
dling goods in the streets wasn't uncommon. Things have only
into rentals, said he regularly sees some students in the streets
become worse.
selling tomatoes or eggs. He heard that some girls became
Many children who spoke to The Associated Press expressed
domestic workers across the border in Kenya.
hopelessness amid the protracted lockdown.
"Some, they have lost hope completely," Masaba said.
Okwako, who said he was wearing his school uniform while
searching for gold because he had nothing else to put on,
sought work out of boredom but regrets that the tiring days
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With inflation at its highest point in three
decades, the Federal Reserve is set this week to
begin winding down the extraordinary stimulus
it has given the economy since the pandemic
recession struck early last year, a process that
could prove to be a risky balancing act.
Chair Jerome Powell has signaled that the
Fed will announce after its policy meeting
Wednesday that it will start paring its $120 billion in monthly bond purchases as soon as this
month. Those purchases are intended to keep
long-term loan rates low to encourage borrowing and spending.
Once the Fed has ended its bond purchases
by mid-2022, it will then turn to a more difficult decision: When to raise its benchmark
short-term rate from zero, where it's been
since COVID-19 hammered the economy in
March 2020. Raising that rate, which affects
many consumer and business loans, would be
intended to make sure inflation doesn't get
out of control. But it would carry the risk of
discouraging spending and undercutting the
job market and the economy before they've
regained full health.
"We don't have a roadmap for what we're
going through," said Diane Swonk, chief economist at Grant Thornton. Powell has to "walk a
tightrope" by supporting the recovery while not
"turning a deaf ear to inflation."
Against that uncertain backdrop, President
Joe Biden has yet to announce whether he will
re-nominate Powell for another four-year term
as Fed chair. Powell's current term expires in
early February, but previous presidents have
usually announced such decisions in the late
summer or early fall.
Biden is expected to offer Powell a second term despite complaints from progressive
groups that the chairman has heightened risks
to the financial system by loosening bank
regulations and isn't sufficiently committed to
taking account of the economic threats from
climate change in the Fed's oversight of financial firms. Powell is admired on Wall Street and
in most economic circles and has drawn praise
for steering the economy through the recession,
in part through an array of emergency Fed
lending programs.
The Fed's likely decision this week to taper
its bond purchases comes as high inflation is
bedeviling the U.S. economy for much longer
than Powell and many other officials initially
expected. Healthy spending demand from consumers has run up against clogged ports, shutdown factories and labor shortages that have
forced up prices for autos, furniture, food,
building materials, and household products.
On Friday, the government said prices
surged 4.4% in September from a year earlier —
the fastest 12-month increase since 1991. There
was, however, one sign that inflation might be
ebbing: Excluding the volatile food and energy
categories, prices ticked up just 0.2% from
August to September. That was down a tenth

from the previous month's increase and far
below the 0.6% jump in May.
Still, wages and salaries soared in the JulySeptember period by the most in at least 20
years, according to a separate report Friday.
That suggests that workers are increasingly able
to compel higher pay from businesses that are
desperate to fill a near-record number of open
jobs. Large pay increases can drive up inflation
if companies raise prices to cover their higher
costs.
While inflation is running hot, the job
market isn't back to full strength. The unemployment rate was 4.8% in September, above
its pre-pandemic level of 3.5%. And roughly 5
million fewer people have jobs now than did
before the pandemic. Many Americans have yet
to come off the sidelines to look for work, some
of them because they still fear the virus or can't
find or afford child care, others because they
have decided to retire early.
Powell has said that he would like the job
market to show further improvement before
the Fed begins to raise its key short-term rate.
Economists expect him to use the news conference that follows the Fed meeting Wednesday
to stress, as he has before, that the start of
tapering of the Fed's bond purchases doesn't
mean a rate hike is near.
"I do think it's time to taper, and I don't
think it's time to raise rates," he said about a
week ago.
Minutes from the Fed's last meeting indicate
that the central bank will likely reduce its
monthly purchases of Treasury and mortgage
bonds by $15 billion a month. By tapering the
bond purchases that quickly, the Fed would
have the flexibility to raise rates by the second
half of 2022.
That doesn't meant it will. At its last meeting, about half the Fed's policymakers forecast
that the first rate hike would be in late 2022,
with the other half projecting 2023 or later.
The timing of any rate hike will depend,
though, on whether inflation is still high, and
whether the Fed thinks the job market is back
at full health.
Earlier in the pandemic, Powell had spoken
optimistically about helping restore the unemployment rate get to its pre-COVID level, when
it reached a 50-year low of 3.5%. More recently,
though, he and other officials have expressed
doubts about whether the job market can
recover that fully.
It's far from clear whether or when the several million Americans who have left the labor
force will return. Among the newly jobless are
those who live or work in places, such as the
downtowns of major urban centers, where jobs
may never fully return. If many people have
indeed dropped out of the job market for good,
the Fed might decide it can rates sooner than it
otherwise would.
"They have to be thinking now that the labor
force has changed in a structural way," said

Steve Friedman, an economist at asset manager
MacKay Shields and a former senior staffer at
the New York Fed.
Yet the risk is that the Fed might end up
raising rates too soon. Supply bottlenecks may
loosen in the coming months. If the Fed were
to raise rates at the same time, it could depress
spending and weaken the economy just as its
supply problems are healing.
"We could easily find that demand is damping just as supply is increasing," Randal Quarles, a member of the Fed's Board of Governors,
said in a recent speech. "In the worst case,
we could depress the incentives for supply to
return, leading to an extended period of sluggish activity."
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